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About This Game

What if dancing could save the world? In Dance Magic, it can.

What if scientists invented a brand new form of biological energy able to convert dancing moves to real power? Then the fate of
the whole human race would depend on the most skilled dancer’s will.

Do not let this energy be used for destruction!
Join the battle to stop those who try to use Dance Magic against humanity! Take part in the most important dance-off ever. You

and your friends can save the planet, and the human race!

Key Features:

7 diverse dance styles

Several thrilling locations

Rich character customization system

Incldues more than 30 musical tracks

Different playing modes including campaign, free dance, and playing with friends

Variety of difficulty settings
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Title: Dance Magic
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Targem Games
Publisher:
Targem Games
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2.0 Ghz Intel Pentium-4 / AMD Athlon II

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB NVidia / AMD Radeon / Intel (HD 3000, HD 4000) with support for Pixel Shader 3.0 (AMD Radeon
X1000 not supported)

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Worth it if your into cosplaying girls.it's good for fapping isn't it?. Ok, I recommend but with serious reservations. I love sub
games and I've played all the Silent Hunter games. I think 3 made the most sense. 4 was ruined by the constant air attacks. There
always seems to be something unfinished about Ubisoft sub games. Silent Hunter 5 is no exception and makes you wonder why
they can't seem to get it right after all the practice they've had making sub games.
Pros: It's obvious that at great deal of creative energy and artistic talent went into making this game look stunning. Great
graphics! Sea and weather effects are outstanding. Ships rendered extraordinarily well. Explosions, too. Well researched data,
technologies, and history. My only tiny complaint with the graphics is with that too constant spray effect at the front of the boat.
Cons: I wish the same thought would have gone into the gameplay, which is terribly frustrating, sometimes stupid. You can't
issue orders from the bridge. If you want to go to silent running you need to search for your Lieutenant down below and ask him
to give the order. You can't even steer the boat from the bridge. The rudder control just gives you the option of five degrees to
port" (or starboard) with the rudder amidships button unworkable, so if you are about to collide with a ship blocking the harbor
entrance you have to jump to the map and reset your waypoints. When you tell your number 2 on the bridge to "Man the Flak
guns" they get manned instantly but then those guys just stand there when the planes come and won't shoot. You need to man
one of the guns yourself or else locate the plane with your binoculars and then hit spacebar when a little red x shows up...almost
impossible to do with a fast moving plane. Mission orders keep repeating the same blather during each campaign phase. Mission
objectives are confusing and often seem ludicrous...sometimes you have to look for that one Liberty Cargo ship in a 20 ship
convoy to complete a mission. Really? With so many other more valuable targets in front of you? And when you DO find and
sink that one ship that allows you to complete a mission objective there is a good chance that a glitch will keep it from being
counted toward mission completion so you have to start that mission over again...it might be counted the next time. So make
sure you save and save and save again. And make sure you don't stop and attack a convoy until you dally in a certain area or all
the ships you sink won't be counted either and all your torpedoes will be wasted. Another frustration is that you are told to
search a certain area and then are shown that the convoy you are supposed to be looking for is hundreds of miles away, heading
away from you. The enemy AI is completely incompetent. Enemy planes show up often but they never attack. You will rarely be
attacked by the protective destroyer escorts unless you are caught on the surface and then their gunnery is extremely accurate.
They rarely use their sonar. You can get into the middle of any convoy with ease and do all the killing you want before they
finally show up. Then all you have to do is go down and come up behind them and continue your killing spree. I have yet to be
damaged by the even more rare depth charge. While the graphics are stupendous a little hand wringing with destroyers
relentlessly hunting me down would have been a nice addition to the game (and a main reason for playing a sub game in the first
place), something my first sub game had plenty of...Aces of the Deep. Of course I feel like a complete idiot because in spite of
the many frustrations I keep playing this game anyway because there is something addictive about sending perfectly good ships
to the bottom and is the only reason I couldn't check the NO button when asked if I recommend it to others.
You will hear that there is a mod out there called Wolves of Steel that fixes the game and makes it more realistic, but after
jumping through 2001 hoops i finally got it installed and then nothing happened. Apparently the mod has a hard time dealing
with the Steam version even tho the download process asks you to choose the Steam version. Yeah i did all the things 
subsim.com and Steam forums tells you to do to get the damn thing running, but nothing worked for me. So that wasted about a
week of my life and made me angry with the mod people too for making it so complicated.Why can't somebody make a mod
that you can just download and it works? Hey, can i just buy a SH5 cd from Amazon that the WoS will work with? I'm still
hoping.
What I don't understand is why Steam and the mod people can't get together and offer a truly great sub game...which this could
have been in the first place. Come on Ubisoft! How about a finally perfect Silent Hunter 6?. This game is great if you like
"scanning cargo" and then any enemy you encounter going to hyper space within 15 seconds, causing you to fail the mission as
soon as it leaves. Did I mention that you have to spend 5 minutes rescanning the cargo again if you want to try again? Probably
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no one will ever buy this game again, but it is a classic example of artificial difficulty in old games, requiring you to go through
tedious tasks for a long time while doing nothing else. This is the first game that I have played that I couldn't get through the
training missions without getting frustrated with the poor design.. awesome!!!!. You know, when i started Minerva's Den
because of hearing how everyone loved it, it honestly felt like just a little more Bioshock 2, which I'm fine with because I love
Bioshock 2. But the entire time i had some questions in my head about the story in this game, like why am i even following this
guy? Kinda like in Bioshock 1. But then i reached the end and man, that ending makes this probably one of my favorite DLC's
of all time, at least on par with Burial at Sea (or maybe even better because it's not episodic). As a Darkfall player i picked the
combat up fast and its really fun.

Go through the tutorial get your bindings sorted and be patient to be competitive there will be a learner curve for new players.

Props for the combat feel makes a nice change to alot of the other indie games out there where its just non existent.

Good Job

Dave Bizzle
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Sparkle 3 is like Sparkle 2 only better. The sound track is nice and relaxing, the visuals are beautiful and it's a pretty cheap game
for what you get. This game is very similar to the first portion of Spore when you have to pick the genetic make-up of your
organism. it's a great game & I would definitly buy the 4th, if/when it came out.. So i have completed both mission on cataclysm
and gotten the executioners sword. Overall i did enjoy the maps and the new sword makes kruber awsome. He went from being
bad at every thing to horde killer of the year. Both maps are awsome and unique. The courier starts in green hills but the
atmosphere turns depresing as it rains in the cemetary. reaching out was a blast. The town of stromdorf is a large rainy maze and
the ending is amazing. Not going to spoil it. Now a lot of people shoot this dlc down for the price compared for content. To me
$7 for 2 buetiful maps and an awsome sword is not bad as some other games (cough cough, im looking at you skin packs) and
you support a good developer. But if you are on the edge i would wait for a sale. Only problems i have had are i got stuck in
reaching out in a corner that was not fun. Overall if you want to support fatshark and get some cool stuff buy it, on the fence,
then wait for sale.. This game is crap. The in game tutorial doesn't explain the game well. I'm still not sure on how to get the
yellow gems or how to get people moved into your base. It's so unpopular, that when I go to look on the internet for help there's
nothing about the game or any other further tutorials. I give this game a 2/10, you shouldn't get it.. Fantastic DLC, lots of great
PBR textures. This will enable you to build some seriously massive underground areas for your GameGuru project. First class
assets.. OVERWHELM is a creepy, intense, fluid platformer. It has some sparse story elements with a focus on fear,
exploration, and boss battles. The odds are stacked against you, but you are more than capable of defeating the horde and
bosses.

Fullscreen doesn't work, so I've had to play in windowed mode. Besides this bug and the unreliabilty of the camera to focus on
the player, this is a solid indie game. Expect about 2-3 hours of gameplay, which is more than enough content for this price
point. (I bought on sale for $8 USD).

80/100 OVERALL. The Good:

- Fun, relaxing game
- Steam achievements
- Tested concept, a gamer's favorite
- Good price

Points that need improvement:

- Background music disappears sometimes
- Jump button sometimes doesn't work
- "Tennis"-ball unoriginal
- Jump sometimes doesn't work
- Ball moves too slow, making responding extremely difficult
- Dying sound effect taken from Zelda - Wind Waker
- Difficulty inconsistency: Level 1-8 is harder than level 4-8, level 4-8 is easier than level 4-1
- Incentive inconsistency: You get an achievement for collecting all umbrella's in world 1, but for world 2 until 4 there is no such
incentive. Other than doing it in 1 level, there's no such incentive, at all.
- Too short and too easy, doesn't deserve the name "hard"
- You're playing as a ball , so why is it called hardCUBE ?
. gameplay from my few ours is pretty ok. great waste of time.
heres how my game went.
1.pick jake
2.find a high spot/ledge where i cant be hit
3.spam meteor until i win.
4.level up meteor to get more projectiles
5.repeat
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